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Motion Primitives for Path Following with a Self-Assembled Robotic Swimmer Carlos Ordu˜no, Aaron Becker, and Timothy Bretl Abstract— This paper presents a control strategy based on model learning for a self-assembled robotic “swimmer”. The swimmer forms when a liquid suspension of ferro-magnetic micro-particles and a non-magnetic bead are exposed to an alternating magnetic field that is oriented perpendicular to the liquid surface. It can be steered by modulating the frequency of the alternating field. We model the swimmer as a unicycle and learn a mapping from frequency to forward speed and turning rate using locally-weighted projection regression. We apply iterative linear quadratic regulation with a receding horizon to track motion primitives that could be used for path following. Hardware experiments validate our approach.



I. I NTRODUCTION Recent work has shown that a suspension of ferromagnetic micro-particles (45µm) will form a large-scale structure when exposed to an alternating magnetic field that is oriented perpendicular to the liquid surface [1]–[3]. This structure becomes mobile and turns into a self-assembled robotic “swimmer” when symmetry is broken by adding a larger non-magnetic bead (1mm). The motion of this swimmer is unidirectional, generally toward the bead that forms the head. Changes in frequency of the alternating magnetic field (30-40Hz) cause changes in the arrangement and characteristic length of the swimmer, which in turn change the surrounding flow and affect subsequent motion. Previous work has focused on understanding the physics that govern these phenomena. In this paper we focus on developing a control strategy that allows us to steer the resulting swimmer along primitives of canonical shape (e.g., circles of different radius) that could be used to follow arbitrary paths. We model the self-assembled robotic swimmer as a nonholonomic unicycle, under the constraint that it only moves forward. We apply locally weighted projection regression (e.g., see [14]) to learn the mapping from applied frequency to forward speed and turning rate given data collected offline. We apply iterative linear quadratic regulation with a receding horizon (e.g., see [18]) to track motion primitives given visual feedback. We validate our approach in hardware experiments with the system shown in Figure 1. Our work is motivated by applications that include targeted drug delivery and non-invasive surgery. The self-assembled robotic system that we describe here (and, in particular, the visual feedback that we currently require) is clearly not C. Ordu˜no is with the Department of Mechanical Science and Engioneering, A. Becker is with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and T. Bretl is with the Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, 61801, USA
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Fig. 1. Our hardware platform (left) and the resulting self-assembled robotic “swimmer” (right), which arises when an alternating magnetic field is applied perpendicular to an air-water interface that contains a suspension of ferro-magnetic micro-particles and a non-magnetic bead. The structure of the swimmer changes with the frequency of the alternating field—shown is the same swimmer at a frequency of 28, 40, and 77 Hz.



appropriate for these applications yet. We view this system as a platform for the development of new control strategies and for the exploration of new mechanisms for self-assembly, which we hope may build a foundation for future systems with more practical application. Our paper proceeds as follows. Section II gives a brief overview of related work, focusing on methods of selfassembly, of magnetic control of micro-robots. Section III describes both the self-assembled robotic swimmer and our hardware implementation in more detail. Section IV presents our approach to model learning and validation, which is based on the use of locally weighted projection regression. Section V presents our approach to control, which is based on the use of iterative linear quadratic regulation with a receding horizon. Section VI shows our experimental results. Section VII concludes with a brief discussion of opportunities for future work. II. R ELATED W ORK The swimmers covered by this work exhibit self-assembly. Their size and actuation mechanisms place them in the



class of magnetically controlled micro robots. Finally, their dynamics are dependent on their structure, which is randomly generated when they are formed. This uncertainty requires model learning before we can control them. A. Self-assembly Magnetic swimmers fit into a broader category of selfassembled systems, an overview of which is given in [5]. In that work by Whitesides and Grzybowski [3], self-assembly was defined as a reversible process by which pre-existing discrete entities bind to each other without being directed externally. The magnetic swimmers form spontaneously under appropriate particle loading and magnetic frequency. The process is reversible in that the swimmer components quickly separate out when the driving frequency is removed. Self-assembly is of considerable interest to the robotics community in community, from applications such as selfarrangement in parts-handling [6] to task-oriented selfassembly of modular robots [7]. Our swimmers have no autonomy, so only their formation can be considered self assembly. With external control, these swimmers can be directed to follow paths, impact their environment, or grow into larger swimmers. The former tasks are related to partshandling while the latter is similar to modular robotics. B. Magnetically controlled of micro robots Magnetically controlled micro robots are an active field of research. Because they involve actuation from a distance they are being pursued for applications in medical devices [8]–[10]. Sudo et al. presented a 5mm magnet with a flexible tail, propelled by an external magnetic field [8], capable of swimming in viscous fluid. This robot was designed to be navigable through the human heart and large arteries. Abbott et al. contrast the efficacy of pulling using a magnetic gradient verse micro robots that flex or use helical propeller to swim through a fluid, and find that swimming micro robots become more desirable as distance from the generating magnetic field increases and as the robot size decreases. The swimmers presented by [9], [10] exhibit variation in velocity, but are constrained to all have the same orientation, so they cannot be steered independently. Parallels can also be found with the non-swimming micro manipulation work of Diller and Sitti et al. They controlled the 2D coordinates of multiple micro-scale permanent magnets by exploiting heterogeneity in the dimensions of the magnets [11], [12]. In this work a single control signal was applied to each magnet, but unlike the helical swimmers of [9], [10], independent control was possible due to heterogeneity. Similarly, the magnetic swimmers we present have unique dynamic models that are based on their structure. This heterogeneity leads to unique velocity and curvature as a function of magnetic frequency, and could enable independent control.



III. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION A. Self-Assembled Magnetic Swimmers Magnetic particles suspended on the liquid-air interface, subject to an alternating magnetic field, will exhibit a selfassembly behavior [1]. The phenomenon is driven by the collective response to the magnetic field and the generation of surface waves by the oscillating particles. The self-assembly process starts when in the presence of the alternating field (20 to 120 Hz) the magnetic moments from the particles are aligned along the chain direction driven by dipole-dipole interactions [1]. On a larger scale, the chains order to form segments, which in contrast to the chains, have an antiferromagnetic ordering. The applied alternating field also causes the particles to oscillate in place dragging the adjacent water. Consequently the segment oscillations create fluid motion at both ends of the snake nearly equal for frequency values below 85 Hz [3]. By placing a glass bead (1-1.5mm in diameter) near one end, it will attach and the liquid displacement will be higher at the opposite tail producing a net forward displacement. Belkin and Snezhko present in-depth experimental and theoretical studies of the water flows [2] which range from 0.4 cm/s to 2 cm/s. Self-assembled swimmers present an impressive system for the manipulation of objects on the surface of water. By adjusting the driving signal frequency we are capable of modifying the segment arrangement and characteristic length, process which results on a change of the differential water flow from both sides. As the frequency value is increased the segment sections contract increasing the overall water flow and the difference in flows from both sides. This inhomogeneity opens the opportunity for doing limited swimmer steering by selectively choosing a frequency value to achieve a particular turning rate or swimming curvature. The feasible curvatures followed by a swimmer depend on the symmetric property of structure. Given a perfectly symmetric swimmer, varying the control frequency will only result on a change of the forward speed with no modification of the turning rate. Below critical frequency values [15] the swimmer is stable in the short-term, subject only to change when chains detach from their corresponding segment due to collision with the beaker wall, and interactions with the water flow and suspended particles along the path. These changes modify the response of the swimmer to a given frequency. We select the 30 to 40 Hz frequency range for driving the swimmers since this offers two relevant advantages: we can assume the swimmer configuration is reversible and this range exhibits the largest changes in velocity and turning rate. B. Hardware Platform Our hardware platform consists of a cylindrical glass container (145 mm in diameter) inside a Helmholtz coil (220 mm in diameter, 2x 83 mm in height). The coil is energized by an alternating voltage generated by a dedicated
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beaker center Fig. 2. A self-assembled swimmer shown at magnetic frequency 24, 30,40,50,60,70,80 and 90Hz. The swimmer begins with three well-defined links, but changes shape significantly.



Fig. 4. Coordinate frame (r, β, φ) used for magnetic swimmers. The swimmer is shown in green. Filtered Training Data



A. Locally Weighted Projection Regression
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IV. M ODEL L EARNING
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frequency modulator (FM) circuit connected to an amplifier. The control system runs on a workstation (Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz). The desired frequency is commanded to the FM circuit via an external DAC box (UEI Power DNA-A0-308-350). The control loop is closed using a digital camera (Basler with Edmund 35mm lens). A backlight is added using a flat illumination screen.
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The structural configuration obtained by swimmer formation is unpredictable. This uncertainty limits our ability to model the swimmer reliably beforehand. We could attempt to obtain a parametric model and set the parameters based on the observed swimmer structure, but this approach would require both complex image processing tasks to obtain important features of the swimmer structure and an expensive high-resolution vision system. Instead we choose to learn an online forward model, where future states can be predicted based on past state observations. Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) (see [14]) is an extension of Receptive Field Weighted Regression in [16]. LWPR approximates a nonlinear function by piecewise linear models. The learning process consists of obtaining the number linear models K and characteristic parameters bk of the hyperplanes that describe each local model. A crucial step is determining the region of validity, also called Receptive Field (RF), in which the local model can be trusted. The receptive field of each linear model can be computed from a Gaussian kernel:   1 > wk = exp − (x − ck ) Dk (x − ck ) (1) 2 where wk is a weight, x is the query point , ck is the center of the k-th linear model, and Dk ≥ 0 is a distance metric that determines the size and shape of region of validity of the linear model. Other kernel functions are possible. In LWPR local models are built continuously in the entire support area of the input data at selected points in input space. The prediction for a query point yˆ is then formed as the weighted average of the predictions of the local models whose receptive fields are selected. If K local models are chosen, the prediction is calculated by a weighted average and the regression function can be written as:
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Typical training data used for learning a model.



PK wk yˆk ˆ yˆ = f (x) = Pk=1 K k=1 wk



(2)



yˆk = b0k + b> k (x − ck )



(3)



where b0k and b> k denote the offset and slope of the k-th local linear model. LWPR can adapt to changes of the system dynamics in real-time as new data becomes available. This is done by setting a forgetting factor λ, which is selected to balance between preserving the learned model and adapting to new data. We use the LWPR algorithm implementation provided by Klanke et al. [17]. B. Swimmer Modeling The nonlinear dynamical behavior of the swimmer can be described by the difference equation: xk+1 = fk (xk , uk ),



k = 0, . . . , K − 1



(4)



Assuming the system can be approximated to an autonomous model, valid over some time horizon K − 1, i.e. the duration of the motion primitive, we can rewrite (4) as: xk+1 = f (xk , uk ),



k = 0, . . . , K − 1



(5)



Where, for the magnetic swimmer the state and control input are defined as
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Block diagram, explained in Sections IV and V
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xk+1 = xk + ∆t · ˆf (π(xk ), uk ) π 7→ r, β
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The state components rk and φk are the magnitude and angle of the vector pointing from the world center to the swimmer; and θ denotes the angle with respect to this vector. The Helmholtz coil is energized with a sinusoidal signal Ak sin (2πψk t), where Ak is the amplitude of the signal and ψk the frequency. Assuming symmetric dynamics with respect to φ, we approximate the general form in (5) to:
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Fig. 6. Predicted (dash) vs. actual (line) paths as a function of time. The simulator prediction has low error up to 5s. This value is used for calculating the controller’s time horizon.



(7)



The function ˆf is learned using LWPR. The general form of ˆf is split into three individual models corresponding to each output variable, where the input-output pairs are computed as:



The result is a nonlinear estimation for (7) which serves as a forward simulator to our system dynamics, useful for the design of the LQR controller as we will see in Section V. V. C ONTROL S TRATEGY



   Mrˆ(r, β, u) (rk+1 − rk )/∆t  (βk+1 − βk )/∆t  =  Mβˆ (r, β, u)  Mφˆ(r, β, u) (φk+1 − φk )/∆t 



(8)



We start the learning process by collecting real-time data. The system is driven for a finite time by a repeating ramp input from 30Hz to 40Hz for 240s, resulting state measurements are collected. The time history of states is then smoothed using a low-pass Butterworth filter taking advantage of the time dependance. As described previously, our objective is to learn a model that, given the state xk and the control input uk at time ∆t·k, would give a good estimate of the resulting state xk+1 The result is not an analytical model of the swimmer, but rather an algorithm that answers a query i.e. a state, by weighting a series of linear models learned beforehand and returning an approximated state derivative.



Our objective is to obtain a control law u∗k = πk (xk ) for the task of following circular paths with support of the nonlinear dynamical model learned in Section IV. By defining our problem on an optimal control setting, we may penalize deviation from the desired state x∗k and control effort u∗k . K



minimize uk



1X > (δxk Qδxk + δu> k Rδuk ) 2 k=0



(9)



subject to xk+1 = f (xk , uk ) where δxk = xk − x∗k , δuk = uk − u∗k and Q ≥ 0, R > 0 are the state cost and input cost matrices. A. Iterative LQR Iterative LQR (iLQR) [18], also known as Gauss-Newton LQR and Sequential LQR, is a method for solving optimal
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In practice, computational speed restricts the number of iterations we can do during realtime control, but experimentally, three iterations with β = 0.7, 0.1, 0.05 suffices for convergence. The LQ approximation of the dynamics and cost are expressed in terms of δxk driving the error to zero, and extended to penalize an immediate change in control input: K
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Fig. 7. Curvature as a function of r and u. Each swimmer has a unique response to the input u, and have maximum and minimum curvatures which constrain feasible paths.



control problems with non-linear cost functions and dynamical model:
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(10)



subject to xk+1 = f (xk , uk ) ¯ (0) = The method begins with an initial control guess U k (0) (0) (0) ¯1 , . . . , u ¯ K }, and the corresponding nominal state {¯ u0 , u (0) (0) (0) ¯ (0) = {¯ ¯1 , . . . , x ¯ K } obtained from (10), sequence X x0 , x k and continues by computing a linear approximation of the dynamics and a quadratic one for the cost around the nominal ¯ (i) . Essentially iLQR transforms our non-linear trajectory X k optimal control problem to a linear time-varying one. minimize uk
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(11)



subject to xk+1 = Axk + Buk Solving the LQ formulation will provide an improved ¯ (i) and corresponding state trajectory control sequence U k (i) ¯ X (for more details on linear quadratic methods the k authors suggest [19]) We iterate over the last state trajectory or exit if J (i) < tol · J (i−1) . It is relevant to highlight that x∗k , u∗k need not be feasible for this method to work. B. Tracking Motion Primitives To solve (10), we apply the method described in Section V-A with the following extensions and modifications: • To improve convergence to local optimum we gradually shift the dynamics between iterations from being close to the desired trajectory to the actual system dynamics: xk+1 = βx∗k + (1 − β)f (xk , uk )
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The initial guess u0 and target control inputs u∗ are approximated using curvature information from the model learning data. Computing a feedback law for the duration of the complete motion primitive (from 7s to 30s) has an important limitation, since our simulator performance quickly starts degrading after 5 s. We solve this problem by computing multiple times along the trajectory, similar to using a receding horizon, running the controller for a 1 s long trajectory and recomputing at the end. The swimmer is moving forward while a magnetic field is applied. Removing the field will cause the structure to rearrange and the dynamical behavior to change from the previous one. This is relevant since on our implementation, the time K ∗ it takes to compute the optimal control sequence is approximately 10% of its duration, during which we are not capable of doing feedback control, resulting on the initial conditions being off from the ones used on the beginning of the computation. The issue is solved by propagating the current state K ∗ steps on the simulator using a nominal control input and feeding the resulting state as initial condition. By using this methodology, we are interested in tracking motion primitives in the form of circular paths. Starting with a particular circle, the user specifies the radius r∗ and center location cx , cy , and the algorithm accomplishes the task by projecting the current point to the target path (closest point to the circle) and obtaining K target states x∗k . The iLQR controller is then computed as presented. •



VI. H ARDWARE E XPERIMENTS A. Experimental Procedure For an experiment trial, 


ˆ Similar models Fig. 8. Training data and learned model Mβˆ (r, β, u) 7→ β. are created for Mrˆ(r, β, u), and Mφˆ (r, β, u).



S1 S2



B. Results



train test train test



S1 4.75e-02 2.94e-01 4.68e-01 4.02e-01



S2 1.35e+00 1.15e+00 4.83e-02 8.51e-01



train test train test



S1 3.31e-02 2.96e-01 3.77e-01 1.38e-01



S2 6.14e-01 5.16e-01 2.19e-02 1.15e-01



βˆ Data



We conducted a series of experiments to assess the performance of our model learning algorithm and controller, and present two example swimmers following a circular motion primitive. We describe the results obtained for the model learning and motion primitive tracking phases. 1) Model Learning: The table I summarizes the performance of the models learned for both swimmers S1 and S2. As expected the nMSE obtained from the training data are lower that those for the test data, further more, the cross validations (S1 model vs S2 data, S2 model vs S1 data) present significant errors, up to 3x greater, than those from the test data. This shows the importance of learning a new model for each swimmer. As seen on Fig.6 the simulator is capable of predicting the spatial trajectory of the swimmer with low error up to a horizon of 5 s, giving us an important parameter for the design of the controller. 2) Motion Primitive Tracking: Our controller was able to reliably follow circle paths over multiple translations over a fixed range of curvatures. Figure 9 shows two example experiments for different swimmers and receding horizons.



train test train test



Model S1 S2 4.52e-03 4.95e-02 1.62e-02 3.90e-02 1.04e-01 1.18e-02 1.26e-01 3.98e-02
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S1 S2 φˆ S1 S2



TABLE I T HE TABLE SHOWS THE NORMALIZED M EAN S QUARE E RROR ( N MSE) BETWEEN ACTUAL DATA AND PREDICTED VALUES FROM LWPR FOR S1 AND S2 . DATA IS SEPARATED INTO A TRAINING (80%) AND A TESTING SET (20%) A TOTAL OF 26, 490 POINTS WHERE USED FOR S1 AND 20, 791 FOR S2 . T HE N MSE IS COMPUTED FOR THE TRAINING AND TEST SETS FOR EACH SWIMMER . C ROSSED CASES ARE ALSO CONSIDERED . TWO SWIMMERS , SET
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VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK In this paper we examined the self-assembled magnetic structures introduced by Snezho and Belkin [1]–[3]. These structures are of interest to the robotics community because they can be replicated with minimal hardware, are underactuated yet controllable, and require model learning. We presented a strategy using locally-weighted projection regression to learn dynamic models for self-assembled ”swimmers” and a control policy based on iterative LQR
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Fig. 9. The figures showing the path followed by two swimmers while tracking a circle. To the left a CCW swimmer with a receding horizon of 1s, to the right a CW swimmer with a receding horizon of 0.2 s
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been formed we linearly increase and decrease the frequency from 30Hz to 40Hz on 10s to allow further settlement of the segments. At this point the swimmer is symmetric and the water flow on both tails is balanced, resulting on a static structure. To induce an asymmetric structure we manually place a glass bead (1.5mm diameter Ni-Pd-Ni), the swimmer’s head, close to one of the tails and position it slightly offset from the centerline. Offsetting the head to the right will produce a counterclockwise swimmer, while placing it to the left will produce a clockwise one. Further manipulation with a permanent magnet may be required to increase the segment particle density. Once a reliable swimmer has been formed we proceed to the model learning phase. We apply a triangular wave ranging from min to max frequencies, and record a minimum of 20, 000 swimmer states at 60Hz. After completion, the time data is fed to our model learning algorithm which outputs the number of receptive fields K, curvature vs r, u and β plots and the MSE obtained with respect to the training data to ensure a similar performance to the values obtained during the tuning phase of LWPR. At this point the user may specify a target circle on the user interface and start the control process. The data stream during this process is recorded for later analysis.
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